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China’s trade surplus
shrank drastically in April,
coming in at US$13.84 billion,
against the preceding month’s
US$35 billion. TOP STORIES / 2
E-commerce rivals Lazada
and Shopee split the lead
for South-east Asia’s crown in
the first quarter of 2019,
according to product
comparison website iPrice.
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Catalist-listed Ayondo has
gone ahead to seal a deal to
sell its UK-based investment
firm despite the deal coming
under the scrutiny of the
Singapore Exchange’s
regulation unit (SGX RegCo).
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Allied Technologies has
recommended that its
trading halt be converted to
a voluntary trading
suspension with immediate
effect, until the concerns
raised by its auditors have
been satisfactorily resolved,
and a special audit has been
undertaken.
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Catalist-listed Rich Capital
will acquire two
construction firms owned by
its controlling shareholder and
chairman Wang Zhen Wen,
and Rich-Link Group for
S$33.7 million instead of a
previously agreed price of
S$44 million. REAL ESTATE / 12
The European Union’s
industrial heartlands, its
urban regions and Germany
are the biggest beneficiaries
of the bloc’s single market,
according to a study that
highlights the economic
and social inequalities
plaguing the bloc.
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By Angela Tan
angelat@sph.com.sg

Singapore
THOSE involved in bribery be warned:
whether a giver or a taker, bribery is a
crime that Singapore takes so seriously that even after an offender has
served time in jail, authorities can
strip ill-gotten gains to ensure that
the offender does not enjoy them
upon release.
In the case of bribery, the State typically disgorges illegal benefits from
bribe receivers.
But in a rare move on May 3, on the
application of the public prosecutor,
the Singapore High Court issued a confiscation order for S$3.4 million in
concealed income from a bribe giver,
Eric Ding – a match-fixer who contributed to giving Singapore the insalubrious reputation as a haven for
match-fixers.
Ding was recently released from
jail after serving five years for providing three FIFA-accredited Lebanese
football officials with prostitutes as
bribes for rigging future matches.
CPIB had used the Corruption,
Drug Trafficking and other Serious
Crimes (Confiscation of Benefits) Act
(Cap 65A) (CDSA) – along with its provision for the confiscation of benefits
– to come down hard on the bribe
giver.
“We are sending a signal to the in-
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MAS’ S$45b transfer to GIC could
give government revenues a boost
One analyst estimates the transfer of excess official
foreign reserves to GIC could translate to annual
contribution of over S$900 million to Singapore Budget
By Angela Tan
angelat@sph.com.sg
Singapore
THE Monetary Authority of Singapore
(MAS) will be transferring S$45 billion
from the official foreign reserves
(OFR) in May to GIC, the city-state’s
sovereign wealth fund, to manage, in
a move economists say is necessary
to ensure adequate sustainable return on investments in the current
protracted low inflation and interest
rate environment.
And this has implications for public spending, as the returns from the
investment of reserves have become
an increasingly important component of the government budget in the
face of rising social and healthcare
spending.
MAS, which manages the OFR, said
the foreign exchange reserves of
S$404 billion as at April 2019 is in excess of what it deems necessary to
maintain confidence in Singapore’s exchange rate-centred monetary policy.
Based on MAS assessments, an
OFR amounting to at least 65 per cent
of gross domestic product (GDP) GDP
should be adequate on an ongoing
basis.
“This level of OFR will provide a
sufficiently strong buffer against
stresses in the global economy and
markets, and underpin confidence in
Singapore’s exchange rate-centred
monetary policy,” MAS said.
But as at Q1 2019, the OFR amounted to 82 per cent of GDP which is
more than that required by MAS.
Hence, the transfer of S$45 billion to
GIC.
Singapore uses the monetary
policy to ensure medium-term price
stability. The exchange rate plays a
key role in determining core inflation.
MAS manages the Singapore dollar exchange rate against a trade-weighted

basket of currencies of Singapore’s
major trade partners and competitors. Occasionally, it intervenes to
keep the nominal effective exchange
rate of the Singapore Dollar (S$NEER)
within a policy band, using the OFR to
defend its stability during times of
speculative pressures or financial
crises.
In a bid to further enhance transparency, MAS aims to release data
comprising its net purchases of foreign exchange on a six-monthly basis,
beginning with the data for the
second half of 2019.
“This further disclosure initiative
will provide market participants a better indication of the actions that MAS
has undertaken to implement its monetary policy stance, while preserving
MAS’ operational effectiveness. MAS’
foreign exchange intervention operations will remain focused on keeping
the S$NEER within its policy band, so
as to keep inflation low over the medium term,” MAS said.
News of the extra S$45 billion in
dry powder for GIC was welcomed by
economists. The move, they said, reflected the government’s concerns
over the protracted low inflation and
interest rate environment, and their
impact on returns on investments.
This in turn holds implications for
government spending.
“Given such an environment
where sustained returns are becoming more difficult to achieve, GIC is
the best vehicle given its long-term focus and investments across multiple
asset classes, from bonds, real estate,
private equities and corporates,” said
CIMB Private Banking economist Song
Seng Wun.
As a manager of the government’s
assets, GIC’s mandate is to preserve
and enhance the international purchasing power of the reserves over

Increasing transparency
April 1999 First issue of MAS Economics Department’s Quarterly Bulletin
Sept 1999 Launch of Economics Explorer Series
Feb 2000 Public launch of the Monetary Model of Singapore – a key
analytical tool used by MAS for monetary policy simulations
July 2000 Announcement of the monetary policy stance for the first time
at the MAS Annual Report Press Conference

ternational community of match-fixers and say, look we are prepared to
deal with such criminals. You can end
up serving jail term but we will also
tackle the illegal proceeds. Offenders
must be prepared to face the full
force of law,’’ said CPIB, adding that
Singapore is one of the very few countries that act against match-fixers.
The night before Ding was scheduled to fix a match in Singapore, he
had arranged “entertainment” for
three Lebanese football officials. He
sent prostitutes to the Amara Hotel
along Tanjong Pagar Road where the
Lebanese officials were staying. All
were nabbed in the act. The case was
proven in court and those involved
were charged in April 2013 and convicted.
CPIB’s tenacity as anti-corruption
fighter went beyond the offence. Two
days after Ding was charged, CPIB
opened a full financial investigation
on April 8, 2013, to investigate the
gaping difference between the
amount of money he had and what he
earned from his pubs and other investments, with the intention of stripping all illegal benefits.
The financial audit on Ding was laborious and took six years to complete. Investigators looked at assets
accumulated over six years up to
April 2013, from 2007 when bank records were available. These included
bank balances, property, investments
and vehicles. Liabilities were also
scrutinised.
CPIB officers interviewed almost
120 people and screened over 160
banks, including local banks and offshore banks operating here. A lot of effort was made to link people with dealings with Ding and to identify prox-

High Court issues confiscation
order for S$3.4m from Eric Ding,
but S$2.6m was recovered as the
rest had been spent or lost through
assets depreciation. FILE PHOTO
ies. There were claims to assets even
though they appeared to be held in
proxy for Ding. Ding made claims to
some assets on behalf of his family
members. Eventually, CPIB resolved
for some assets to be released to his
family members, giving him the benefit of doubt.
At the end of the financial profiling, investigators determined the
change in net worth was S$2.2 million. Ding had incurred expenditure
of about S$4 million. So his income to
support his wealth accumulation and
expenditure should be S$6.2 million.
But known sources of income, including casino winnings and winnings
from Singapore Pools added up to
only S$2.7 million. There was S$3.4
million to S$3.5 million in concealed
income, or disproportionate wealth,
deemed to be derived from illegal

CIMB Private Banking economist

Feb 2001 Release of monograph on Singapore’s Exchange Rate Policy,
which disclosed for the first time a historical time series chart
on the S$REER and S$NEER
July 2001 Second Monetary Policy Statement, which disclosed for the
first time a chart on the S$NEER movements since January 1999
Jan 2002 First issue of the semi-annual Macroeconomic Review, which
provides a detailed assessment of recent economic developments
and outlook that underlies the monetary policy stance
Jan 2003 First publication of monograph on Monetary Policy Operations,
highlighting key aspects of MAS’ FX and money market
operations and the underlying factors and considerations
Oct 2003 Review of money market operations included in every October
issue of the Macroeconomic Review
April 2006 Release of weekly S$NEER data semi-annually at the time of
the publication of the April and October Macroeconomic Review
July 2011 First official statement that MAS Core Inflation is a key parameter
in assessing the balance of risks for monetary policy formulation
Nov 2012 Release of weekly average S$NEER data on a monthly basis
Mar 2013 Update of monograph on Monetary Policy Operations
Oct 2014 Publication of full technical documents on the latest version of
the Monetary Model of Singapore and the new Satellite Model
of Singapore
Oct 2018 Release of FAQs on Singapore’s Monetary Policy Framework
May 2019 Announcement on the disclosure of MAS’ net purchases of
foreign exchange on a six-month aggregated basis, and with a
six-month lag, beginning with the data for the second half of 2019
Source: MAS

the long term, focusing on a 20-year
annualised real rate of return, while
riding out cycles and disruptions in
global markets.
“This is all about the long-term reserve management and also how it is
managed so that it continues to

sources accumulated over six years
prior to his arrest. Further efforts
were made to ensure the findings
were “fair and reasonable”. An independent accountant was roped in.
In June 2017, the independent accountant confirmed CPIB’s work is
fair and reasonable. Ding was served
the confiscation bundle, which he
challenged. CPIB took another year
and half to check and validate what
he said, and by May 2, 2019, Ding finally agreed with CPIB’s assessment.
On May 3, the court made the confiscation order for S$3.4 million being
Ding’s disproportionate wealth and
being deemed criminal benefits and
S$2.6 million to be recovered. The recovery sum was lower as part of the
criminal benefits was dissipated because Ding had spent some over the
six years plus certain assets like cars
had depreciated in value.
Singapore had seen cases where
the State has seized assets of criminals. In 2011, the State seized S$23 million in assets from rogue tycoon, Ng
Teck Lee, in what is believed to be the
largest confiscation order in recent
times. Ng carried out the US$51 million fraud in 2003 and 2004 while he
was president of recycling firm,
Citiraya Industries. When his clients
gave him 62 shipments of used computer chips to dispose of, he repackaged them and sold them to buyers in
Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Ng is not the only criminal who
has been stripped of millions of dollars by the State.
In 2000, Singapore Airlines clerk
Teo Cheng Kiat had assets worth
about $22 million seized after he was
handed a 24-year jail sentence for
stealing around S$35 million from his
employer over several years.

Source: The Business Times © Singapore Press Holdings Limited. Permission required for reproduction.

“If you look at a
cake, GIC provides
the base for the
cake; Temasek the
cream and MAS the
cherry on top.’’
Song Seng Wun,

Feb 2001 First release of Monetary Policy Statement, together with
closed-door private sector analyst briefing

Court confiscates S$2.6m in ill-gotten
gains from convicted football match-fixer
State agencies go after
proceeds from crime so
offenders will not enjoy
them upon release from jail
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provide adequate sustainable returns
for the government to tap on for its annual budget needs. Clearly, more will
come from investments,” Mr Song
said.
The Net Investment Returns Contribution (NIRC) to the government

budget consists of two parts: up to 50
per cent of the Net Investment Returns (NIR) on the net assets invested
by GIC, MAS and Temasek Holdings,
and up to 50 per cent of the Net Investment Income (NII) derived from past
reserves from the remaining assets.
NIRC is currently the largest single
source of government revenues.
Drawing on a cake analogy on the
three guardians of Singapore’s reserves, Mr Song elaborated: “If you
look at a cake, GIC provides the base
for the cake; Temasek the cream and
MAS the cherry on top.”
Of the three, MAS is the most conservative, while Temasek is further
out on the risk-return spectrum compared to MAS and GIC. Historically,
GIC’s benchmark 20-year annualised
real rate of return hovered around 4
per cent real rate of return over and
above global inflation.
Assuming that’s the return GIC expects to get, one analyst commented
that the transfer of excess OFR could
translate to an annual contribution of
more than S$900 million to the Singapore Budget.
At print time, news of MAS’ move
to greater transparency in its forex intervention operations did not have an
immediate impact on the Singapore
dollar.
“In the short term, the US-China
trade talks take precedence in markets,” said Philip Wee, a FX strategist
at DBS.
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